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The  culture of India is among the world's 

oldest, reaching back about 5,000 years. 

Many sources describe it as "Sa 

PrathamaSanskratiVishvavara" — the 

first and the supreme culture in the 

world. India is a very diverse country and 

different regions have their own distinct 

cultures. Language, religion, food and the 

arts are just some of the various aspects 

of Indian culture. 
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Capital                                           New Delhi 
Government                                Constitutional Republic 
Official name                               Bharath/India 
Official Languages                     Hindi /English 
President                                    Ramnath Kovind 
Prime Minister                         Narendra Modi 
Upper house                         Rajyasabha 
Lower house                        Loksabha 
Area                                     3,287,590 km² 
Population                                 1,324,171,354 
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Himalayas, the world's highest 

mountain chain and Nepal as its 

neighboring country, dominate 

India's northern border. Following 

the sweeping mountains to the 

northeast, its borders narrow to a 

small channel that passes between 

Nepal, Tibet, Bangladesh, and 

Bhutan, then spreads out again to 

meet Burma in the "eastern 

triangle”. North India is the 

country's largest region begins with Jammu and 

Kashmir, with terrain varying from arid mountains in 

the far north to the lake country and forests near 

Srinagar and Jammu.  

 

 
 

India is the home of the sacred River 

Ganges and the majority of 

Himalayan foothills, East India begin 

with the states of Bihar, Orissa and 

West Bengal, which comprise the 

westernmost part of the region. This 

is the last area of land that extends 

beyond Bangladesh, culminating in 

the Naga Hills along the Burmese 

border. 
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The states of Gujarat, Maharashtra, Goa, and part of the massive, central state of Madhya 

Pradesh constitute Western India. Extending from the Gujarat peninsula down to Goa, the 

west coast is lined with some of India's best beaches. The land along the coast is typically lush 

with rainforests. Apart from the Arabian Sea, its western border is defined exclusively by 

Pakistan. 

                                                                                                                              

India reaches its peninsular 

tip with South India, which 

begins with the Deccan in the 

north and ends with 

Kanyakumari. The states in 

South India are Karnataka, 

Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, 

and Kerala. The southeast 

coast, mirroring the west, 

also rests snugly beneath a 

mountain range the Eastern 

Ghats, sloping down to the 

Indian Ocean. 
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India is characterised by a hot tropical climate which varies from region to region. The 

winters fall between November to mid-March and summers from April to June. Northern 

India remains dry, dusty, and unpleasant during the summer months. The nature of 

monsoon, which lies between mid-July and September, is erratic where some areas 

experience heavy rains the others experience drought and still others get flooded. Tourists 

can explore the country in all the seasons but by being selective for certain places during 

certain part of the year. 
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The Indus Valley 

civilization is the earliest 

known in the region. 

Although little is known 

about the rise and 

subsequent fall of the 

civilization, the twin cities 

of Mohenjodaro and 

Harappa (now in 

Pakistan) are thought to 

have been ruled by priests 

and held the rudiments of 

Hinduism. These 

civilizations were known 

to possess a sophisticated 

lifestyle, a highly 

developed sense of 

aesthetics, an astonishing 

knowledge of town 

planning and a script 

language that has remained undeciphered till date. The Indus civilization, at one point of 

time, extended nearly a million square kilometers (sq km) across the Indus river valley. It 

existed at the same time as the ancient civilizations of Egypt and Sumer but far outlasted 

them. The civilization is known to have survived for nearly a 1,000 years. The coming of the 

Indo-European group around 1500 BC provided the final blow to the collapsing Indus Valley 

civilization. The Four Vedas, or the important books of Hinduism, were compiled in this 

period. Although it is widely held that the Indo-European group came into India from 

somewhere in Central Asia and soon spread to other parts of India, there are also very 
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In the original Sarnath capital (which is 

currently situated in Varanasi, Uttar 

Pradesh, India) there are four Asiatic lions 

standing back to back - symbolizing power, 

courage, pride, and confidence - mounted 

on a circular abacus. The abacus is girded 

with a frieze of sculptures in high relief of 

an elephant (of the east), a horse (of the 

west), a bull (of the south), and a lion (of 

the north), separated by intervening 

wheels, over a lotus in full bloom, 

exemplifying the fountainhead of life and 

creative inspiration. Carved out of a double 

block of polished sandstone, the capital is 

crowned by the Wheel of the Law (Dharma 

Chakra). This National Emblem was 

adopted on 26 January 1950, the day that India became a republic.  

 

The emblem forms a part of the official letterhead 

of the Government of India, and appears on all 

Indian currency as well. It also sometimes 

functions as the national emblem of India in many 

places and appears prominently on Indian 

passports. The "Ashoka Chakra" (wheel) from its 

base has been placed onto the centre of the 

National Flag of India. 
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Politics in India takes place within the framework of a Constitutional republic, Parliamentary 

democratic, federal government; in which the President of India is head of state and the Prime 

Minister of India is the head of government. Nominally executive power is exercised by the 

President and is independent of the legislature. Legislative power is vested in both the 

government and the two chambers of the Parliament of India, the LokSabha and the RajyaSabha. 

Federal and state elections generally take place within a multi-party system, although this is not 

enshrined in law. The judiciary is independent of the executive and the legislature, the highest 

national court being the Supreme Court of India. India is the world's largest democracy in terms of 

citizenry. And India has the longest written constitution in the world. 
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Religion in India is characterized by a 

diversity of religious beliefs and 

practices. India is the birthplace of four 

of the world's major religions namely 

Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and 

Sikhism. Throughout India's history, 

religion has been an important part of 

the country's culture. Religious diversity 

and religious tolerance are both 

established in the country by the law 

and custom. A vast majority of Indians, 

(over 93%), associate themselves with a 

religion. 

 

According to the 2011 census, [79.8% of 

the population of India practice 

Hinduism. Islam (14.2%), Christianity 

(2.3%), Sikhism (1.9%), Buddhism (0.8%) 

and Jainism (0.4%) are the other major 

religions followed by the people of India. 

 

The Constitution of India declares the 

nation to be a secular republic that must 

uphold the right of citizens to freely 

worship and propagate any or no religion 

or faith. The Constitution of India also declares the right to freedom of religion to be 

a fundamental right. 
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There are 22 official languages at present and 

over 800 different dialects. Each state has its 

own language and associated dialects. An 

average city dweller speaks a minimum of 3 

different languages. 

 

North Indian languages have Indo European 

origins, south Indian languages are 

Dravidians, East Indians are Sino Tibetan and 

Mon Khmer based.  
 

Indian Railways (reporting mark IR) is a 

State owned national transporter, and 

responsible for rail transport in India. It is 

owned and operated by the Government of 

India through the Ministry of Railways. It is 

the third largest railway network in the 

world comprising 119,630 kilometres 

(74,330 mi) of total track and 92,081 km 

(57,216 mi) of running track over a route of 

66,687 km (41,437 mi) with 7,216 stations at 

the end of 2015-16. In 2015-16, IR carried 8.107 

billion passengers annually or more than 22 million passengers a day and 1.101 billion tons of freight 

annually. As of the end of 2015-16, of the total 68,525 km (42,579 mi) route length, 28,327 km (17,602 mi) or 

45% were electrified and 28,371 km (17,629 mi) or 37% were double or multiple line routes. The railway 

network is predominantly a broad gauge network. Small stretches of the network 

use metre and narrow gauges. All the electrified lines use 25 kV AC electric traction.

IR operates both long distance and suburban rail systems. IR ran on average 13,313 passenger trains daily 
in 2015-16. The trains have a five-digit numbering system. Mail or express trains, the most common types, 
run at an average speed of 50.9 km/hr. As of the end of 2015-16, IR's rolling stock comprised over 
251,256 freight wagons, 70,241 passenger coaches and 11,122 locomotives (39 powered by steam, 5,869 by 
diesel fuel and 5214 by electricity). It also owns locomotive and coach production facilities at several places 
in India. 

IR is the world's eighth biggest employer and had 1.331 million employees at the end of 2015-16.[3] In 2015–
2016, IR had revenues of 1.683 trillion (US$26 billion), consisting of 1.069 trillion (US$17 billion) freight 
earnings and 442.83 billion (US$6.9 billion) passengers earnings. It had an operating ratio of 90.5% in 2015-
16.  
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If Curry is the limit of your 

knowledge of Indian food, then you 

have long way to go. India boasts of 

one of the most exotic and varied 

cuisine’s in the world. Curry dishes 

spiced with red pepper, garlic, 

ginger and numerous other 

assorted spices and masalas. This is 

served along with rice or Indian bread (rotis), these curries, at times packs enough 

power to send you to the Moon! The ‘curry’ you sprinkle on your French fried 

(Pommer-frites) has nothing to do with the Indian curry. Be prepared to face a 

bewildering array of names like Chapati, Nan, Paratha(all types of unleaven bread), 

pullav, biriyani (ricepreparations), or dosa, idli, vada, sambar, papad, uttapam, 

raitha, or even sweets like jilebi, burfi, gulab- jamun, faluda, rasoolla, peda (all made 

from milk), etc. Again each state has its own special cuisine.  
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Jana-gana-mana-adhinayaka, jaya he 

Bharata-bhagya vidhata 

Punjab-Sindhu-Gujarata-Maratha- 

Dravida-Utkala-Banga 

Vindhya-Himachala-Yamuna-Ganga 

Uchchala-Jaladhi-taranga 

Tavashubha name jage 

Tavashubhaashishmaange 

Gahetavajaya-gatha 

Jana-gana-mangala-dayakajaya he 

Bharata-bhagya-vidhata 

Jaya he, jaya he, jaya he 

Jaya jayajaya, jayahe ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE  

NATIONAL ANTHEM 

 

Thou art the ruler of the minds of all people, 

Dispenser of India's destiny. 

Thy name rouses the hearts of the Punjab, 

Sind, Gujarat, and Maratha, 

Of the Dravid, and Orissa and Bengal. 

It echoes in the hills of Vindhyas and, 

Himalayas, mingles in the music of the 

Jamuna and the Ganges and is chanted by 

the waves of the Indian sea. 

The pray for the blessings, 

and sing by the praise, 

The saving of all people 

waits in thy hand. 

Thou dispenser of India's destiny, 

Victory, victory, victory to thee. 
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Indians in general are very informal, helpful 

and hospitable people, and are brought up 

in a culture of respecting and treating 

guests as God. Your hosts therefore, go out 

of their way to make you feel comfortable, 

don’t feel awkward, accept it. The Indians 

are very warm and talkative people who 

like always crowds around them. Families 

and friendships are very important to 

Indians. Respect for the Elders is inborn and 

has to be diligently practiced.  

Indian children/ youth are generally not given the 

amount of freedom like in western society. For 

example smoking and drinking alcohol in the presence 

of elders is not appreciated. Girls are normally 

expected home before dark. Too much be clearly 

understood, that, it is difficult to define a typical 

Indian or Indianess, because of the tremendous 

diversity.  

 

 

The joint family system, which used to be the 

practice in both urban rural areas, is on the 

decline in the cities. Younger generations 

generally prefer simple nuclear families even in 

villages. The rural family life is agro-oriented 

and all the life-style is tuned to the main 

occupation. In recent decades, there has been 

change in the dress, food and drink habits of the rural people due to the influence of the 

urban life. A typical urban family consists of parents and two children. Sometimes both the 

parents will be working and in many cases women will be housewives.  
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ICDE India is a multi-faith; multi-cultural and secular organization headquartered in 

Bangalore and is a non-profit registered society, registered under the KSR Act of 1962.  ICDE 

India is member organization of the federation of ICYE head office Berlin (Germany). 

ICDE – India is headquartered at Bangalore, in South India (Karnataka State).  

Society Registration No      : BLU- S874-2006-07 

Date of Registration    : 21st November 2006 

 

Contact address: 

ICDE- India 

#37/17, Meanee Avenue Tank Road, Near Ulsoor Lake, Bangalore – 560042 Karnataka, India. 

Tel: +91-80-25552073/74 Mobile : +91-9900995254 

Telefax: +91-80-41469847 

Email : icdeindia@vsnl.net 

Url : www.icdeindia.org 

Ravinder Singh                Sheela Douglas 

   National correspondent        Program coordinator 

    and Executive director        Mobile: 9900995254 

       Mobile: 9945277952  
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Your exchange year will be mostly in residential 

work project, usually in Semi urban/Rural areas. 

As in the case of NC’s all over, it is increasingly 

difficult to find suitable host families. 

Participants to ICDE-India do social work, which 

may include wide range of possibilities like 

working in school for children with learning 

difficulties, taking care of disabled persons in 

rehabilitation centers, providing non formal 

education and through door activities, nursing 

care for HIV/AIDS infected persons, taking care of disabled persons in 

rehabilitation centers. All the projects involve working directly with people in 

need.   

 

As a participant you are expected to participate as a responsible member or 

staff. The tasks you may be required to perform may vary from cooking, 

cleaning, teaching languages, animation, singing etc., and your duty hours will 

normally be from 35-40 hours a week. We will try our best to fulfill your 

expectation, but don’t be disappointed, if we don’t find the perfect project for 

you.  

 

Sometimes the work does not exist close to where you live. ICDE-India will 

encourage you to stay at the same project for the whole year. In certain cases it 

may be necessary to change project, under such circumstances we may allow 

you to do so once. Most of our projects are in the rural areas (In Karnataka and 

a few in Tamilnadu and Andhra Pradesh). The following descriptions are the 

examples of some possible projects. (More information is given in the voluntary 

work profile, which is only indicative and not exhaustive.  
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As mentioned earlier you will be staying in a residential work projects and some 

in a few families. All our projects are in semi urban and rural areas. These 

projects straightaway initiated you to experience life in real India. We cannot 

entertain any specific requests for particular geographical areas. The projects 

have been carefully selected by our consultant and will give you an excellent 

opportunity to learn, share and contribute usefully to the Indian community. All 

these projects have volunteered to host you and generally speaking they have 

the following expectations from you.  

 

 Be open minded, flexible and adaptable to situations quite different from 

your own country, lifestyle and culture.  

 Show enthusiasm and initiative in quickly adapting to your new 

working/living situation. 

 Make sincere efforts/hard work to learn the local language. (Otherwise 

you will neither gain nor contribute to the community your volunteering 

service.  

 Participate fully and whole heartedly in tasks/chores of the institution. 

 Accept suitable responsibilities. 

 Discuss your problems/concerns and creatively resolve conflicts. 

 Inform them your travel plans in advance and take their consent.  

 And also to keep in touch with your families when you are travelling. 

     Please remember that the host feels very responsible about you.  
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1. First and foremost DON’T BE JUDGMENTAL. Remember you come from a different 

culture, lifestyle. Indian situation will be very different. Hence you have to wait till the 
end of your exchange year to from yours opinions. Every day will bring new experiences 
both positive and negative. Your attitude should be to take all experience in your stride 
and look at problems as Opportunities for your personal growth.  

 

2. Please DON’T INTERFERE in the projects administrative, policies or internal staff affairs. 
(This is very important for your successful exchange year) All projects are good and 
contribute to the communities/Society they are working for. It is very wrong to say that; 
one project is better than the other project. 
They are different that’s all. 

 

3. DON’T ABSENT YOURSELF from work 
without informing your hosts. 

 

4. DON’T NEGLECT YOUR HEALTH. Seek 
immediate medical care in case of illness.  

 

5. DON’T WORRY TOO MUCH: It takes time for 
you to know/understand where you fit in and how you can utilize your talent and 
potential for volunteer work. Language is the greatest barrier. Once you learn the basics 
of conversation in the local language, you will make very good progress. Moreover it 
also takes some time for your project colleagues to get to know your potential and 
involve you suitably in the work(Please remember, every day you are learning 
something new)  

 

In India you need tons of patience and good humor.  

We will do our best to match your preference with suitable hosting, but sometimes it is not 

possible to find the “Perfect Hosting”.  

More information will be given at the orientation camp, it has been our experience, that 

participants, who do not have specific skills and experience in voluntary work, (The first 

two/three months) feel that they are useless in the project. They feel that they are not 

contributing and feel they do not have lot of work/responsibilities. 
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The main objective of this camp is to introduce the participants to some basic 

facts of Indian lifestyle, culture, and to learn the local language. Also 

participants will have ample amount of time to interact and getting to know 

more information in a relaxed manner. The emphasis will be more in a one to 

one interaction and discussions rather than lectures and seminars. 

 

ICDE-INDIA organizes special events and programs apart from the regular 

camps. Participants will have the opportunity to actively participate in these 

events and also to be part of the organizing team. Your exchange year will start 

with the orientation camp 
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Participants coming on the one year program need to have a visa valid for a 

year. Those are coming on the six months program need a six months visa. You 

have to apply for an “EMPLOYMENT VISA category E - 4” at the nearest Indian 

Embassy/ Consulate. 

You will require the following documents for the Visa: 

 Invitation Letter from ICDE-India  

 A letter of recommendation/ selection from your local National committee 
(ICYE). 

 Six-passport size photographs. (All similar from the same negative) 

 Visa fees(It is best to call the embassy for the latest fee structure)  
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The Visa is Valid from the date of issuer, so you must 

request the visa issuing authorities to stamp the visa in 

your passport based on the arrival dates as mentioned 

in the Invitation letter, that is, just before your 

departure to India.  

 

For Example: If the date of Visa issued on 10-08-2020, then it should be valid 

until 09-08-2021. 

 

 

Those who come for one-year program will have to register within 14 days of 

your arrival in India with the Commissioner of Police/ respective district police 

Superintendents. This takes about two to three days. An ICDE-India’s staff will 

help you with process. This is extremely important or else there are chances of 

you being deported.  

 

You will need the following documents: (for Residence permit) 

1. Passport size photographs 6 Nos. (All from the same negative) 

2. Letters from ICDE-India.  

 

Those of you who wish to stay on, after the end of the ICYE program may do so 

on your own and only with a valid visa. If you do, it is important that you have 

to make your own arrangements for accommodation and food, travel etc. 

 

Although you may have established close relationships with the host 

families/institutions, it would be much appreciated if you make your own 

arrangements for your overstay. This would enable us to place new exchanges 

with the host family thus providing continuity for our hosting. We solicit your 

cooperation in this regard. 
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IMPORTANT:  

DO YOUR BEST AND WORK HARD TO LEARN THE LOCAL 

LANGUAGE. Without learning the local language your program 

experiences will be poor and frustrating. As mentioned we will send you the 

cassette and text in advance.  

 

Approach your exchange year with open mindedness, flexibility and without 

too much expectation.   

 

MOST IMPORTANT ATTITUDE REQURIED 

DON’T BE JUDGEMENTAL! Transcend yourself  

 

YOUR CULTURES AND OUR CULTURES ARE 

DIFFERENT, LET US ACCEPT AND RESPECT EACH 

OTHERS CULTURES.  

In India it is always difficult to getting used to/ adapt in the first four months. 

You have to be patient, understanding and tolerant, because everything is so 

different.  

You will slowly learn/ adapt to India, its Environment, People, Food, Attitudes, 

Traditions, Customs, Unwritten Laws, Do’s and Don’ts and Philosophy.  

You must have lots of patience and a great sense of humor to accept and adjust 

It takes time, perhaps 1 to 2 months, for you to even understand, accept and 

respect Indian way of living and thinking. 

 

EVERYTHING IN INDIA IS A LEARNING EXPERIENCE UNTIL YOUR LAST DAY IN 

INDIA. 
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Continued…. 

 

You are required to interact/learn/experience with your host culture, and learn 

and enrich yourself from it.  

IN THIS PROCESS YOU ALSO GIVE, SHARE AND ENRICH OTHERS 

JUST TO RE- EMPHASIZE: Indian children/ youth are generally not given the 

amount of ‘”freedom” you may use to. Your host may take an exception in your 

case…. But DON’T make habit of it. For example:  

 

• Smoking in front of elders is not appreciated. 

• Girls are normally expected home before late in the evening (9.00 PM)   

 

You have to be open-minded and sensitive to such situations.  

Sometimes Indian people will not actually articulate their feeling about a 

participant, they will do so, their actual feelings in different actions and 

manners.  

Participants should be sensitive enough to gauge the feeling and body 

language. Most times the hosts feeling will be conveyed to ICDE-India.   

 

ULTIMATELY EVERYTHING WORKS OUT FOR THE BEST 
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Bread (450 gms.)  Rs. 25.00 

Coffee/ tea per cup  Rs. 15.00 

Soup Rs. 100.00 

Local Bus fare  Rs. 22.00 

Auto Rikshaw fare Rs. 25.00 

Inland Mail(Min) Rs. 5.00 

Aerogramme  Rs. 15.00  

Airmail Envelope  Rs. 18.00 

Local call Rs. 2.00 

Cigarettes (10’s)   Rs. 400.00 

Beer (750 ml)  Rs. 140.00 

Tooth paste (100 gms)  Rs. 40.00 

Sanitary napkins  Rs. 80.00  

Movie ticket Rs. 250.00 onwards  

Salwaar kameez dress  Rs. 800.00 onwards 

Slippers  Rs. 150.00 onwards 

Doctor’s consultation  Rs. 200.00 onwards  

Tooth Cleaning Rs. 750.00 onwards 

Tooth Extraction  Rs. 5000.00 onwards 

Internet browsing  Rs. 30.00 to 60.00 (per hour)  

Monthly bus pass Rs. 1050.00  

A decent meal at a Indian fast food restaurant  Rs. 80.00 onwards 
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              CONTRACT BETWEEN THE INBOUND 
                 PARTICIPANTS AND ICDE - INDIA. 

 
 

 

 

 

I, Mr. /Ms. …………………………………….D.O.B ………………. from……………… bearing Passport 
No…………………….. Hereby declare that I have chosen to participate in the program of Inter 
Cultural Dialogue and Exchange India. 
 
The Program term is from ……………….. To ……………… after which I shall return to my home 
Country.  
 
I am aware of the Conditions, rules and regulations of ICDE India and agree to abide by them. 
 
a) To provide accurate information about myself and be committed to the work / tasks 
given to me during my program year. 
 
b) To participate in all seminars, conferences and meetings that is being organized by 
ICDE India. 
 
c) To adhere to all rules and regulation for foreigners in India and possess an appropriate 
visa and register with the local authorities (Immigration Embassy Foreigners registration 
office) as required by the Government of India. 
 
d) To perform her / his tasks and to follow the directives of the program coordinator of 
ICDE India. 
 
1) To follow the rules of ICDE India, its working hours and field visits. 
2) To fulfill the requirements of ICDE India with reference to reporting of project visits, 
field visits and evaluation. 
3) To expect good accommodation, food (Mostly Indian), Travel expenses while on duty 
and pocket money. 
 
e) Participants must not expect to travel during all weekends; such travel which is 
personal in nature shall not be paid for by ICDE India. 
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f) Participants staying in Host families must not expect to be treated specially or as 
guests. They must be an integral part of the family and be involved in all activities. 
 
g) Participants are not expected to invite their friends and relatives from their home 
country while staying at a family and impose on them, Further, It is imperative; a) visitors are 
allowed only during the time of their travel month / holiday as declared by ICDE India. 
 
h) Couples are not allowed to share the same room either in the host family or in the 
guest house. 

 
Early Termination of the Program 

 
In cases of conflict and basic disagreements, the parties agree to work towards resolving 
problems /conflicts amicably. They agree on that the participant may terminate the 
contractual relationship ahead of time in the following cases: 
 
1. Sicknesses for which there is no proper treatment in the host country 
2. Psychological difficulties 
3. Hospitalization or death of a close blood relative. 
 
The participant resigns by signing the program release form. 
 
I understand that this is a cultural exchange program only. I also understand that this is 
mainly inter-cultural learning exposure, and is voluntary in nature. 
 
I understand that ICDE - India will be responsible for providing food and accommodation 
during my entire stay. I will be getting monthly pocket money of Rs 1500/, from ICDE- India 
and apart from this I shall not be earning any other income during my stay in India. 
 

I shall adopt and learn to adjust in the project /host is responsible for my welfare during my 
stay and I shall abide by all rules and conditions put forward by them. 
 
I shall serve in the environmental conservation of India, and will not indulge in any activities, 
which may damage or destroy the rich flora and fauna of this country. 
 
I shall not Hitchhike or Drive during my stay with the program of ICDE India. 
 
I shall not distribute / sell / take any kind of narcotic drugs and consume excess of alcohol. 
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I shall not procure or indulge in any unethical/ uncultured behavior which is against the 
Indian culture. 
 
I shall not be involved with any kind of Anti-Governmental activities for any unlawful 
purpose. 
 
I shall not get involved with any political groups. 
 
I shall not get involved with defense, scientific research and government personnel. 
 
I shall abide by the laws of ministry of home affair, Government of India, pertaining to the 
Foreigners Rules and regulations. 
 
I shall always carry my passport and personal identification with me. 
 
I declare that I am covered be personal insurance in the event of an accident or any kind of 
illness and I shall not hold ICDE-India responsible for any accident during my program term. 
 
I shall not hold ICDE India responsible for discontinuation of my program term in the event of 
civil war, riot, accidents, natural disasters, and any inevitable situations, which is out of 
control of ICDE-India. 
 
I shall co-operate with ICDE –India and its programs at all times. I acknowledge that ICDE-
India has the control and power to terminate me from my program if I am found violating 
any of the standard organizational rules. I also understand that ICDE has a strict policy 
concerning the participation fees. There shall be no refund whatsoever once I have paid my 
term fee. 
 
I certify that I have read and understood all the agreements set forth in his application to the 
best of my knowledge. 
 
I understand that any violation of these laws will result in termination of my program term 
and possible deportation. 
 
Date & place 
 
 
      
Signature...............................  
Volunteer      
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